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Improving Secrecy Rate via
Spectrum Leasing for Friendly Jamming
Igor Stanojev, Member, IEEE, and Aylin Yener, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Cooperative jamming paradigm in secure communications enlists network nodes to transmit noise or structured
codewords, in order to impair the eavesdropper’s ability to
decode messages to be kept confidential from it. Such an approach can significantly help in facilitating secure communication
between legitimate parties but, by definition, assumes dedicated
and/or altruistic nodes willing to act as cooperative jammers. In
this paper, it is demonstrated that cooperative jamming leads
to meaningful secrecy rate improvements even when this assumption is removed. A distributed mechanism is developed that
motivates jamming participation of otherwise non-cooperative
terminals, by compensating them with an opportunity to use
the fraction of legitimate parties’ spectrum for their own data
traffic. With the goal of maximizing their data transmission
rate priced by the invested power, cooperative jammers provide
the jamming/transmitting power that is generally proportional
to the amount of leased bandwidth. The fully decentralized
framework is facilitated through a game-theoretic model, with
the legitimate parties as the spectrum owners acting as the game
leader, and the set of assisting jammers constituting the follower.
To facilitate the behavior of non-cooperative and competitive
multiple jammers, auctioning and power control mechanisms are
applied for a follower sub-game in a two-layer leader-follower
game framework.
Index Terms—Information theoretic security, cooperative jamming, game theory, Stackelberg game, auctions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NFORMATION-THEORETIC security provides fundamental limits for communication that is both reliable and
confidential from unauthorized parties. Shannon was first to
measure information secrecy using mutual information [1]. He
reached a somewhat pessimistic conclusion that, in a noiseless
setting, in order to reveal no information to the eavesdropper,
the legitimate parties need to share a secret key of the same
rate as the transmitted message. The wiretap channel was
formally defined by Wyner in [2], revealing that the noisy
communication medium often enables the possibility of more
pragmatic secret communication, without a need for a secret
shared key. A coding scheme was constructed that achieves
a non-zero secrecy rate, provided that the eavesdropper’s
channel is degraded respective to the legitimate receiver’s. Reference [3] considered the general discrete memoryless wiretap
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channel, and the secrecy capacity for reliable communication
revealing no information to the eavesdropper, was established.
The secrecy capacity of the Gaussian wiretap channel was
found in [4].
Recently, multi-terminal wireless secure communication
scenarios generated significant interest, see for example, [5][13]. Of particular interest to this work is the cooperative
jamming paradigm introduced in references [5], [7], wherein
it was recognized that, while the open nature of the wireless
medium makes it susceptible to malicious eavesdropping, it
can also be exploited to counter this vulnerability. Cooperative
jamming prescribes creating judicious interference by network
nodes transmitting noise [5]-[7] or codewords [11], [14], [15],
so as to impair the eavesdropper’s ability to decode the
confidential information, and thus, increase secure communication rates between legitimate parties. The drawback of
this approach is the necessity for dedicated and/or altruistic
jamming nodes, willing to expend their resources for the
communications they are not directly involved with. This may
not be practical for scenarios involving mobile nodes with
limited batteries.
In this work, we tackle this issue by proposing a gametheoretic framework wherein non-altruistic nodes, i.e., nodes
with their own data, can facilitate secure source-destination
communication by taking the role of cooperative jammers,
if appropriately compensated by spectrum that would enable
them to transmit their own data to their destination. The
proposed scheme does not require codebook exchanges between any communicating pairs. The scheme is inspired by
the spectrum leasing for cooperation paradigm [16] [17],
where non-altruistic nodes end up performing the role of a
relay instead of a cooperative jammer. Reference [18] recently
introduced a game-theoretic scheme incorporating a wiretap
channel with non-altruistic but friendly jammer. This reference
focuses on a single jammer scenario, and proposes the scheme
that accommodates simultaneous transmissions of useful data
by the legitimate source and the jammer. We will elaborate
on the comparison between [18] and our scheme later in
the manuscript, in particular in Section VI. Another gametheoretic model for jamming motivation was considered in
[19] [20], where the friendly jammers are compensated with
a credit-based incentive, rather than with a communication
opportunity. Unlike [19] [20], our approach is entirely framed
in the communication domain and does not require any policy
alteration.
Focusing at first on the scenario with a single potential
jammer, the proposed scheme is outlined as follows. Legitimate parties, i.e., a source and its destination, communicate in
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the presence of an eavesdropper and a separate non-altruistic
node. The source is willing to compensate the non-altruistic
node for its participation in cooperative jamming with an
access to a fraction of its transmission interval/bandwidth. By
doing so, the source aims to maximize its secrecy rate, that
is the rate at which information is completely concealed from
the eavesdropper. On the other hand, the potential jammer
optimizes its power with the goal of maximizing its data
transmission rate during the leased interval, discounted by the
cost of the overall transmitted power including the jamming
power. The ratio of the jamming and data transmission power
is determined by the source. This interaction between the
source and a potential non-altruistic jammer is conveniently
cast in the framework of a leader-follower game [21], i.e., a
Stackelberg game, with source in the role of the game leader
and jammer as the follower, and its outcome is the Stackelberg
equilibrium, as elaborated in Section III. This model slightly
favors the source-destination pair, and is justified by the fact
that the legitimate parties are licensed to operate in the given
spectrum.
The scheme is then extended to involve multiple potential
jammers, modeling their competition for bandwidth access via
distributed resource allocation mechanisms such as auctioning
[22] [17] in Section IV, and the power control game [23] [24]
[16] in Section V. Interaction between the source and the set
of potential cooperative jammers now becomes a two-layer
game, with a Stackelberg game described above as an ’outer’
framework, while a set of jammers constitutes the follower
entity whose power response is the outcome of the auction
or power control sub-game played between jammers. For the
former, the follower’s response becomes the outcome of the
second-price Vickrey auction [25]. In particular, the jammers
are modeled as competitive bidders, with invested power as
the bidding article and the legitimate pair as the auctioneer.
As elaborated in Section IV, the rules of Vickrey auction
are modified so as to accommodate non-linearities implied by
the communication model. Next, we consider a second multijammer scheme where the follower’s response is the power
allocation given by the Nash equilibrium [21] of the power
control game played between competitive jammers. Compared
to the auctioning scheme, the power control game allows for
simultaneous assignment of multiple jammers, while imposing
more stringent system information requirements and more
extensive signaling, as detailed in Section IV and Section V.
The maximization goals, i.e., utilities for both mechanisms are
the same as outlined for the simple Stackelberg game.
Results in this paper reveal several insights. Both the
secrecy rate and the chosen jammer’s utility improve with
the proposed mechanisms, despite the nodes’ non-cooperative
nature. The secrecy rate increases with the number of potential
jammers, with the power control scheme outperforming the
auction scheme, while the auction outperforms the Stackelberg
scheme due to competitiveness. Opposite relations between
the three schemes hold for the jammer’s utility. Moreover,
as the number of potential jammers increases, utility of a
chosen jammer for any scheme will start to decrease as the
legitimate parties can be more aggressive when leading the
game. Interestingly, when the jammers are very close to the
eavesdropper, their utility rapidly decreases, as the source
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Fig. 1. Example of spectrum leasing for cooperative jamming with N = 1
cooperative jammers.

requires a relatively small jamming power and can preserve
the majority of the bandwidth for itself.
It is noted that, in addition to facilitating a meaningful operating framework for the deployment of cooperative jamming
paradigm via spectrum leasing, the proposed solution can be
alternatively applied for practical implementation of cognitive
radio networks operating according to property-rights model
[26]. In such networks, a primary, i.e., a licensed users, may
lease portions of a licensed spectrum to a secondary, i.e., an
unlicensed users, in exchange for some form of compensation.
Here, the role of a primary node is played by the source
transmitting a confidential message and that of a secondary
by the jamming nodes. Moreover, retribution from secondary
to primary nodes is in the form of cooperative jamming to the
primary secret transmission. This enables on-the-air decisions
and avoids the regulatory issues or money transactions that
commonly hinder the implementation of the property-rights
spectrum leasing concept.
II. S YSTEM PARAMETERS AND R EFERENCE
C OMMUNICATION M ODEL
Here, we detail on the system parameters and notation in
Section II-A and describe the reference communication model
with N = 1 potential friendly jammer in Section II-B.
A. System Parameters and Notation
We consider a scenario where source S communicates with
destination D using a bandwidth or a time-slot normalized to
unity, in a presence of an eavesdropper E from whom the
communication must be kept secret. There are N additional
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nodes Ji , i = 1, ..., N present, each having data to transmit
towards its intended receiver DJ,i and possibly acting as a
cooperative jammer for the S-D secure communication, as
illustrated in Figure 1 for N = 1. The channel gains between
nodes are modeled as independent complex Gaussian random
variables. Instantaneous power channel gains between node S
and nodes D and E are denoted as hSD and hSE , respectively,
between node Ji and nodes D and E as hJi D and hJi E ,
respectively, and between Ji and DJ,l as hJil , i, l = 1, .., N .
Average transmit powers for the source S and jammers Ji are
PS and PJi , respectively, with the latter limited by the power
budget PJi ≤ P̄Ji . Independent additive white Gaussian noise
variance for each link is σ 2 . For the case involving N = 1
potential jammer, index is removed from notation for clarity.
Throughout the paper, we assume signaling using Gaussian
codebooks and cooperative jamming in the form of Gaussian
noise.
B. Reference Communication Model
The scenario of interest is illustrated in Figure 1 for N =
1 jammer and involves the source S communicating secretly
with the destination D in the presence of the eavesdropper E,
looking to recruit node J as a cooperative jammer, if this would
increase its secrecy rate. In particular, the source is willing
to preserve only a bandwidth fraction α ≤ 1 for its secret
communication aided by cooperative jamming, as in Figure
1-(a), and compensate the potential jammer with a remaining
bandwidth fraction 1 − α for jammer’s own data transmission,
as in Figure 1-(b). The ratio of the average power used by
the node J during the cooperative jamming phase, when it
transmits Gaussian noise, and data transmission phase, when
it transmits its own data, is denoted as β and determined by
the legitimate pair.
1) Transmission Powers: Before presenting the expressions describing the nodes’ performances, we elaborate on
transmission powers during the two intervals illustrated in
Figure 1. Denoting the symbols transmitted by the legitimate
source during its and jammer’s data transmission interval as
Xα,i and X1−α,j = 0, respectively, where i = 1, .., αK,
j = αK +1, .., K and K is the number of symbols transmitted
during
 entire normalized interval, the source average power
 2 the
during its data transmission is given by:
E Xα,i
PS

=

=

αK
1   2 
1
E Xα,i +
K i=1
K

1
K

αK


K

j=αK+1

 2 
E Xα,i

i=1
 2 
= αE Xα,i
,

and thus reads

 2

E X1−α,j

 2 
= PS /α.
E Xα,i

(1)
(2)

Similarly, denoting the jammer’s transmitted signal during
the cooperative jamming phase and its own data transmission
phase as Yα,i and Y1−α,j , respectively, where i = 1, .., αK
and j = αK + 1, .., K, we have:
 2 
 2 
+ (1 − α)E Y1−α,i
.
(3)
PJ = αE Yα,i

 2

 2 
= βE Y1−α,j
to (3), we get
Applying E Yα,i
 2 
E Yα,i

=

 2 
E Y1−α,i

=

βPJ
αβ + 1 − α
PJ
.
αβ + 1 − α

(4)
(5)

2) Performance Measures: The achievable S-D secrecy
rate, that is the communication rate at which no information
is revealed to the eavesdropper, is considered here in the sense
of weak secrecy, see for example [6]. This rate, assisted by
cooperative jamming with Gaussian noise, is given by [5] [6]:



RS (α, β; PJ )

= α log2

log2

hSD PS
α
hJD βPJ
σ 2 + αβ+1−α
)
+
hSE PS
α
hJE βPJ
σ 2 + αβ+1−α

−

1+

1+

,

(6)

where [x]+ = max(0, x). In (6), (2) and (4) are used
for the source transmission power and the jammer’s noise
transmission power during the fraction α as in Figure 1-(a),
respectively.
The utility of the node acting as cooperative jammer is
defined as its achievable reliable communication rate during
the fraction 1 − α, as in Figure 1-(b), towards its destination
DJ , priced by the cost of the overall average transmission
power [16]:
UJ (α, β; PJ ) = (1 − α) log2 1 +

hJ PJ
σ 2 (αβ + 1 − α)

− cPJ ,

(7)
where c is the cost per unit transmission power and PJ ≤ P̄J .
In (7), equation (5) is applied for the jammer’s data transmission power. Notice that the first part of the utility (7)
reflects the node’s satisfaction from accessing the spectrum,
in terms of amount of data it can transmit, while the second
part stands for its expense, in terms of power required to
achieve this satisfaction. We remark that the second part of
utility needs not be constrained to a linear function, which is
applied here for analytical convenience [17] [23]. Furthermore,
notice that jammer’s communication is not subject to secrecy
requirements.
3) Conditions for Jamming Participation: It was determined in [6] that the following conditions are required for
the cooperative jamming to yield improvement on the secrecy
rate:
hSE hJD
< 1
(8)
hSD hJE
hSD hJD σ 2 + hSE PS /α
< 1.
(9)
hSE hJE (σ 2 + hSD PS /α)
Moreover, the jammer utility (7) is clearly concave with
PJ and negative when PJ → ∞. For such a function to
have a positive value over some range of PJ , the condition
∂UJ /∂PJ |PJ =0 > 0 must hold:
hJ > σ 2

αβ
+ 1 c ln 2.
1−α

(10)

With this condition, utility U J is positive for P J ∈
lim
(0, P lim
J (α, β)), where P J (α, β) is the positive solution of
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α, β

Source (leader):
max

0 <α ≤1,0 < β <∞

RS (α , β ; PJ (α , β ))

PJ (α , β )

Jammer (follower):
max

0 ≤ PJ (α , β ) ≤ PJmax ,

U J (α , β ; PJ (α , β ))

Fig. 2.
Stackelberg interaction between the source and the potential
cooperative jamming node.

UJ (α, PJ (α, β)) = 0 and reads:


1
W−1 −k(α, β)ek(α,β) − 1 ,
k(α, β)
(11)

2
αβ
where k(α, β) = c ln 2 · σhJ · 1−α
+ 1 and Wl (x) is is the
lth branch of the multi-valued Lambert W function [27].
PJlim (α, β) =

σ2
hJ

−

III. R EFERENCE S TACKELBERG M ODEL
This section elaborates on the game theoretic model with
N = 1 potential friendly jammer, which is the basis for
the more sophisticated schemes proposed in Section IV and
Section V involving multiple potential jammers. Interaction
between the legitimate pair and the jammer, facilitating their
self-interested behavior, is described in Section III-A. As will
be shown in Section III-A, both parties try to optimize their
performance in the leader-follower, i.e., Stackelberg framework, where the legitimate pair will lead the game and the
potential jammer will follow. A straightforward extension of
the reference Stackelberg scheme to a multi-jammer scenario
is given in Section III-B.
A. Game-Theoretic Model
Throughout this work, the nodes are defined as selfish
and rational [21] to mimic a non-altruistic behavior. An
appropriate framework for analyzing the interaction between
such nodes is game theory [21]. In particular, a convenient
setting here is that of the Stackelberg game [21], wherein one
agent, termed follower, acts subject to the strategy chosen by
the other agent, leader, which in turns seeks maximization of
its own utility. Here, the game leader and the follower are the
source and the cooperative jammer, respectively. This model
favors the legitimate pair, which is justified by the fact that any
operation here is performed in the legitimate pair’s bandwidth.
The source’s optimal strategy (α∗ , β ∗ ) and the corresponding
power choice of the jammer PJ∗ (α∗ , β ∗ ) are jointly referred
to as the Stackelberg equilibrium.
Interaction between the source and the potential nonaltruistic jammer is shown in Figure 2. The cooperative
jammer is aware of parameters (α, β) and optimizes its power
towards the goal of maximizing its utility, given by (7). The
solution of jammer’s problem
PJ∗ (α, β) = arg max UJ (α, β; PJ (α, β))

(12)

PJ (α,β)

s.t. 0 ≤ PJ ≤ P̄J ,
is given by
PJ∗ (α, β)



1 − α σ 2 (αβ + 1 − α)
−
=
c ln 2
hJ

P̄J
,
0

(13)
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= min(max(xmin , x), xmax ). It is very imporwhere [x] xxmax
min
tant to notice from (13) that the power pricing mechanism
prevents the source from preserving an unfairly large amount
of bandwidth α, as this would in turn typically implicate
a small cooperative jamming power PJ∗ (α, β) or even lead
to a denial of jamming participation PJ∗ (α, β) = 0. Similar
conclusions hold for the power ratio parameter β.
On the other hand, the source, acting as the game leader,
determines the fraction α and ratio β towards the goal of
maximizing its secrecy rate (6), knowing that its decision will
affect the strategy selected by the jammer:
α∗ , β ∗ = arg max RS (α, β; PJ∗ (α, β))
α,β

(14)

s.t. 0 < α ≤ 1, 0 < β < ∞
where PJ∗ (α, β) is given by (13). Equations (13) and (14)
constitute the Stackelberg equilibrium for the described model.
It is noted that the solution of the one-dimensional optimization (14) requires numerical methods, as presented in
Section VII. Furthermore, (14) includes the possibility of
refusing the jammer’s cooperation, α = 1, if the latter is
not contributing, in which case the jammer’s utility is zero.
The source is assumed to have the complete knowledge of
all the channel gains in the system, while the knowledge of
hJ is required at the jammer. Albeit ideal, the assumption of
instantaneous Channel State Information (CSI) at transmitters
is common in the literature on game-theoretic applications to
wireless networks [16] [23] and provides a benchmark for
analysis. As a final remark, we consider the scenario where
nodes who agree on being cooperative jammers are honest and
trusted, i.e., they do not deviate from the expected behavior
of jamming with the power ratio prescribed by the source, nor
turn malicious.
B. Application to Multi-Jammer Scenario
The framework described above can also be used for the
environment involving multiple potential cooperative jammers.
In addition to the parameters α and β, the source would also
have to indicate the index of the ’winning’ jammer, i.e., the
one that would mostly contribute to the source’s secrecy rate.
Although valid, and in fact, used as a reference for numerical
analysis in Section VII, this approach fails to fully exploit
the selfish and rational features of multiple potential jammers,
for which contention for bandwidth access and consequently
further improvement for the source are likely. In the following
two sections, we elaborate on such two mechanisms that
incorporate the competitive jammers’ behavior.
IV. AUCTION S CHEME
This section describes the auction scheme involving multiple potential cooperative jammers Ji , i = 1, .., N , competing
to gain the spectrum access for transmission of their user
data towards their single intended receiver DJ,i , by offering
cooperative jamming services to the source. It is clear that a
competition, in this case, is likely to contribute to the profit
of the object seller [21], here the source. The communication
model and the interaction between the source and the set of
potential jammers follow the lines of Section III, with the
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notable difference that the follower entity is now a set of
N jammers and the follower’s response PJ∗w(α,β) (α, β) is the
power outcome of the auction game played among jammers,
with w(α, β) = 1, .., N indicating the winning cooperative
jammer, if any, for a source’s strategy (α, β), as detailed
in the following. Thus, similarly as in Section III, a single
node is chosen to participate as the jammer. The competition
model is built upon the rules of Vickrey auction, i.e., the
sealed-bid second-price auction [25] [22] due to its desirable
properties, as detailed in Section IV-A. It is noted that the
considered framework is not limited to Vickrey auctions and
can be implemented via other auction types, albeit implying
extensive signaling and computations at the nodes, as well as
an intractable system analysis [17].
A. Vickrey Auction
Auctions are a widely accepted mechanism for distribution of limited amount of resources among competing users
[22]. Among various auction types, the sealed bid secondprice Vickrey auction, prescribing that the winning bidder is
awarded with the bidding item at the price of the second
largest bid, is of particular interest, due to its ’truthful bidding’
property [25] [22]. Namely, bidders are motivated to bid with
the maximum amount they would be willing to pay for the
object. Importantly, such a strategic choice corresponds to
the game-theoretic concept of dominant strategy equilibrium
(DSE), defined as the state wherein the strategies are required
to remain preferable to every player irrespective of the amount
of information available on the other players [21]. To provide a brief intuition on the truthful bidding properties of
Vickrey auctions, notice that if bidding less than the value
of indifference, the bidder can only reduce his chance of
winning while not affecting the price it would pay if he was
the winner. On the other hand, if bidding with a value larger
than that of indifference, the chance of winning increases but
only if yielding an unprofitable or unfeasible outcome. As a
consequence, implementation of an optimal dominant strategy
for Vickrey auctions at each bidder requires no information on
the other bidders’ strategies or their evaluations of the bidding
item, as this knowledge would not impact the truthful bidding
strategy, i.e., the DSE strategy [21] [22] [25] .
Since the price paid by the winning bidder is not larger
than its item evaluation, the bidders are guaranteed a nonnegative profit. This creates a strong motivation for the users
to take part in auction, which in turn increases the profit of
the auctioneer. Furthermore, the auctioneer has the option of
setting the lowest acceptable price (i.e., the reserve price)
which reflects its own evaluation of the bidding item. By
declaring a reserve price, the auctioneer is also guaranteed
a non-negative payoff. It is noted that the desirable properties
of Vickrey auction have already proved useful in wireless
communication problems, see for example [17] [28].
B. Modified Vickrey Auction for Communication Model
Here, the auctioneer’s utility is defined as the secrecy rate
RS as in (6), a bidder Ji ’s strategy is its power PJi and a
bidder’s utility UJi is defined in (7), given that it is granted
the spectrum access, i.e., that it won the auction, and zero

otherwise. For a given (α, β), the bids are in the form of
the secrecy rate RS (α, β; PJi ), implying that a bidder Ji
must be aware of the source’s parameters hSD and hSE . The
source sets the lowest acceptable rate, i.e., the reserve price,
as RS (α, β; PJ = 0), accepting only larger bids. Note that
the reserve price can be also set as RS (α = 1, β; PJ = 0),
standing for the secrecy rate with no friendly jamming, but
would yield no change to the Stackelberg equilibrium, as can
be seen in the following. Denoting the bidding strategies in the
, the index of a winning cooperative
DSE equilibrium as PJbid
i
jammer for a given (α, β) reads
(α, β)),
w(α, β) = arg max i=1,..,N RS (α, β; PJbid
i

(15)

if RS (α, β; PJbid
) > RS (α, β; 0), otherwise no jammer is
w(α)
chosen. The standard assumption, also adopted here, is that,
in the case of multiple equal highest offers, the situation is
resolved by random allotment to one of them. Furthermore,
the second-best rate RS,2 reads:
(16)

RS,2 (α, β) =
max

max i=w(α,β) RS α, β; PJbid
(α, β)
i

, RS (α, β; 0) .

Before proceeding to Section IV-C to determine the DSE
and the Stackelberg equilibria, we notice that the auctioning
analytical tools are developed for relatively simple linear or
monotonic utility functions [22], which might not be the case
for the model herein. On this line, we borrow the result from
[6] that establishes the impact of PJi on RS (α, β; PJi ) for
a given (α, β) and formulate it as the following lemma. As
discussed below, the lemma indicates that it is possible to
improve the DSE equilibrium for the communication model
at hand and also provides a guideline to finding the auction
(α, β), w(α, β) and the auction outbidding equilibrium PJbid
i
come PJ∗w(α,β) (α, β) in Section IV-C.
Lemma 1. [6] For a given (α, β), the function RS (α, β; PJi )
is quasi-concave in PJi , for PJi ≥ 0, with the maximum at
PJSi max = arg maxPJi RS (α, β; PJi ) > 0 given by
PJSi max (α) =


αβ + 1 − α
β

σ 2 (hSE − hSD )
+
hSD hJi E − hSE hJi D

σ 2 hSE hSD (hJi E − hJi D )
·
hJi D hJi E (hSD hJi E − hSE hJi D )


σ 2 (hJi E − hJi D )
PS
+
.
hSD hJi E − hSE hJi D
α

(17)

if the conditions (8)-(9) are met.
Lemma 1 reveals the quasi-concavity of source’s utility
versus the power PJi which, together with the fact that a
jammer’s utility (7) is concave in PJi (for PJi ≥ 0) brings us
to the following observation, illustrated in Figure 3. Unlike the
setting in a baseline auction model, wherein the auctioneer and
a bidder’s utility are monotonically increasing and decreasing
in price, respectively, i.e., a profit for one is a negative surplus
to another [22], here, due to their (quasi-)concavity, it is
possible that the players’ utilities for a particular PJi have
slopes of equal signum and, thus, not necessarily incompatible
goals, as in the shaded area in Figure 3. This observation
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RS

Theorem 1. For a given (α, β), the dominant bidding strategy
(α, β) for a bidder Ji is:
PJbid
i

RS,2

PJbid
(α, β) = min PJSi max (α, β), PJlim
(α, β), P̄Ji ,
i
i

0

PJ

UJ

0
Fig. 3.

PJ

PJ*

Auction modification for communication model.

RS

0

PJ

UJ

(1)

(2)

PJ

0

P (α , β ) = P
bid
J(1)

Smax
J(1)

(α , β )

bid
lim
PJ(2)
(α , β ) = PJ(2)
(α , β )

Fig. 4.
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Illustration of Theorem 1.

leads us to propose the following modification of the Vickrey
auction rule that can lead to the performance improvement
for all involved nodes in the communication model at hand,
except of course the eavesdropper.
Definition 1. In the proposed modification of Vickrey auction, the winning bidder is required to provide the secrecy rate that is at least the second largest bid, i.e.,
RS (α, β; PJ∗w(α) (α, β)) ≥ RS,2 (α, β).
The second largest bid RS,2 (α, β) is given in (16). Unlike
the original Vickrey principle, wherein the winning bidder
provides the auctioneer with exactly the second-best price, this
modification enables the winning node to choose a larger value
if, as a result, its utility will increase. Notice that neither of the
involved nodes, i.e., auctioneer and a bidder, are harmed by
this deviation from the Vickrey principles, quite the opposite,
as illustrated in Figure 3. The benefits due to this modification
will be also clearly visible in the following subsection.

C. Equilibria
The strategy for a bidder in the DSE is given by the
following theorem.

PJlim
(α, β)
i

where
respectively.

and

PJSmax
(α, β)
i

(18)

are given by (11) and (17),

Proof: The proof is illustrated in Figure 4 for the
case PJlim
(α, β) < P̄Ji and given as follows. Since in
i
the case of winning the auction, the bidder has no influence on the second-best bid, the dominant strategy is
to maximize the chance of winning, i.e., to bid with
(α, β), P̄Ji (rePJSi max (α, β) if PJSi max (α, β) ≤ min PJlim
i
call that PJSi max (α, β) maximizes RS ). However, in case of
(α, β), P̄Ji , i.e., if PJSi max (α, β)
PJSi max (α, β) > min PJlim
i
yields a negative bidder’s utility (PJSmax
> PJlim
) or is out
i
i
of permissible power range set by P̄Ji (PJSmax
>
P̄Ji ), the
i
as
bidding
with
larger
(α,
β),
P̄
bidder chooses min PJlim
Ji
i
PJi would increase the chance of winning only if incurring a
negative bidder’s utility or a power that is out of permissible
range, while bidding with smaller power would only decrease
the chance of winning.
The theorem is valid independent of whether Definition
1 is applied or not. Having won the auction, the winning
cooperative jammer Jw(α,β) has to provide the transmitting/jamming power that produces at least RS,2 (α, β). The
following theorem provides this auction outcome.
Theorem 2. Under the rule in Definition 1, the power
PJ∗w(α,β) (α, β) chosen by the winning cooperative jammer
Jw(α,β) is given by
⎧
⎪
PM ,
PJopt
(α, β) > PM ,
⎪
w(α,β)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
R
(α,
β) > 0
S,2
⎪
⎪
⎪
opt
⎪
⎪
Pm ,
PJw(α,β) (α, β) < Pm ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
RS,2 (α, β) > 0
PJ∗w(α,β) (α, β) =
opt
⎪
PJw(α,β) (α, β), PJopt
(α, β) ≥ Pm ,
⎪
w(α,β)
⎪
⎪
opt
⎪
⎪
P
⎪
Jw(α,β) (α, β) ≤ PM ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
RS,2 (α, β) > 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩P opt (α, β), R (α, β) = 0,
S,2
Jw(α,β)
(19)
(α, β) is given by (13), while, for RS,2 (α, β) >
where PJopt
w(α,β)
0, Pm and PM , Pm ≤ PM , are the roots of the quadratic
equation RS α, β; PJw(α,β) = RS,2 (α, β).
Proof: It suffices to show that (19) is the solution of
the winning jammer’s Jw(α,β) utility maximization problem over PJw(α,β) under the constraint RS α, β; PJw(α,β) ≥
RS,2 (α, β). This maximization problem is also illustrated in
Figure 5. If RS,2 (α, β) = 0, the winner is free to choose any
transmission power, as it is not required to improve the secrecy
rate. Thus, the winner chooses the power that maximizes its
(α, β), as given in 13. For RS,2 (α, β) > 0, the
utility PJopt
w(α,β)
values Pm and PM , Pm ≤ PM , correspond to the winning
bidder’s transmission powers that yield exactly the second-best
bid, RS,2 (α, β), as seen in Figure 5. If Pm ≤ PJopt
(α, β)
w(α)
opt
or PM ≥ PJw(α) (α, β), the jammer Jw(α,β) chooses Pm or
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RS
RS,2 (α , β )

0

PJ
(3)

UJ
(2)
(1)

0
*
PJ(1)
(α , β ) = Pm

*
PJ(3)
(α , β ) = PM

PJ

P (α , β ) = P (α , β )
*
J(2)

Fig. 5.

opt
J(2)

from the set J , share the communications resource and their
transmission scheme results in an interference channel [30].
Though in general information theoretically suboptimal, we
shall assume that interference is treated as noise for our
setting [31] [32], which is the standard assumption for a gametheoretic approach to an interference channel [16] [23] [24]. In
terms of the Stackelberg framework, the follower’s response
is the set of powers that is the outcome of a power control
game the jammers play, in the form of a Nash equilibrium, as
detailed in Section V-B.
A. Communications Model
Under the setting described above, the source’s secrecy rate
(6) now becomes:
⎡

RS (α, β, J ; PJi∈J ) = α ⎣log 2 ⎝1 +
⎛

Illustration of Theorem 2.

log 2 ⎝1 +

PM , respectively, to maximize its utility under the constraint
of maintaining the second-best bid RS,2 (α, β). If Pm ≤
PJopt
(α, β) ≤ PM , the winning bidder can exploit the
w(α,β)
modification in Definition 1, and thus chooses the transmission
(α, β), given by 13, to maximize its utility.
power PJopt
w(α,β)
Notice in Theorem 2 and Figure 5 that for the case Pm ≤
(α, β) ≤ PM , the alteration of Vickrey principle
PJopt
w(α,β)
introduced by Definition 1 brings improvement to both the
secrecy rate RS and the jammer utility UJ .
To conclude this section, the outcome of the auction, as
given by (19), constitutes the follower’s response in the
Stackelberg framework and the Stackelberg equilibrium thus
reads

(20)
(α∗ , β ∗ ) = arg max RS α, β; PJ∗w(α) (α, β) .
α,β

Notice that this model essentially requires that the source
can anticipate the outcome of the auction game, and thus
to be aware of all channel parameters in the system. An
alternative to this requirement is for the source to perform
a series of auctions with different (α, β) and determine the
most contributing one. As for the jamming nodes, a jammer
Ji needs the knowledge of the parameters hSD and hSE , in
addition to hJii . On the positive side, a bidder requires no
information on number of other bidders, their strategies or
channel parameters, which is in line with the basic Vickrey
implications1 .
V. P OWER C ONTROL S CHEME
In this section, a scheme is proposed that allows the source
to employ multiple cooperative jammers simultaneously. Besides setting the fraction α and power ratio β, the source also
communicates to the jammers the set J ⊆ {1, .., N } of chosen
jammers. During their data transmission phase of duration
1 − α, the participating cooperative jammers, i.e., the jammers
1 As noted in Section III-A, the impact of malicious nodes’ behavior is out
of the scope of this paper. For the protection mechanisms against auction
vulnerabilities such as the ’lying auctioneer’ or ’bidder collusion’, we refer
interested readers to [29].

⎛

σ2 +

σ2 +

⎞
hSD PαS
⎠−

hJi D βPJi
i∈J

αβ+1−α
⎞⎤+

hSE PαS

hJi E βPJi
i∈J αβ+1−α

⎠⎦ . (21)

The utility of the chosen jammers Ji∈J , similar to (7), is given
by


UJi∈J (α, β, J ; PJi ) = (1 − α)·

hJii PJi

log 1 + 2
σ (αβ + 1 − α) + l∈J ,l=i hJli PJl


− ci PJi ,
(22)

with PJi ≤ P̄Ji .
B. The Power Control Game
According to the Stackelberg framework in Section III-A,
the rational and selfish jammers Ji are aware of the parameters
α, β and J set by the source. Competition between chosen
jammers is formulated as a non-cooperative power control
game [16] [23] [24] in the interference channel during the
jammers’ data transmission phase of duration 1 − α, with their
utilities and power/strategy spaces provided in Section V-A.
Each jammer Ji chooses its strategy PJi in order to maximize
its utility (22), aware that this decision will affect the other
jammers’ strategies. The outcome of the game PJ∗i∈J (α, β; J )
can be described by the game-theoretic concept Nash equilibrium (NE), defined as the state whereby any unilateral
deviation in player’s strategy would not produce any gain [21].
Herein, NE can be conveniently obtained as a fixed point of the
best responses [21] of the participating jammers. In particular,
the best response of each jammer can be found by setting the
derivative of (22) with respect to PJi to zero:

∂UJi (α, β, J ; PJi ) 
= 0, ∀i ∈ J , (23)

∂PJi
PJ
=P ∗
j∈J ,j=i

Jj∈J ,j=i

and the NE is given by the following set of |J | equations:

1−α
σ2
PJ∗i∈J (α, β; J ) =
−
(αβ + 1 − α)−
ci ln 2 hJii
⎤P̄Ji
 hJji
P ∗ (α, β; J )⎦ .
(24)
hJii Jl
j∈J ,j=i

0
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Clearly, the game has a unique NE if the set of equations
(24) has a unique solution. This power control game has
been considered in [16] and for the more general framework
of wideband systems in [23] [24], where it was shown that
the NE always exists and that it is unique in the case of
weak interference, i.e., if the interference matrix H, defined as [H]ji = hJji , is strictly diagonally dominant, i.e.,

j∈J ,j=i hJji /hJii < 1. This condition for uniqueness of
the NE is intuitive since it simply imposes an upper bound on
the interference: in fact, with negligible interference, equations
(24) become decoupled and the solution clearly exists and is
unique. In the remainder of this work, we assume that this
condition is satisfied. It is further noted that the NE can be
achieved instantly, i.e., the jammers will adopt the powers in
(24), under the assumption of rationalizability2 [21], or using
algorithms as in, e.g., [33].
To conclude, the Stackelberg equilibrium is given as
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BD
R:

Δ

BE

RJammer
Fig. 6. An illustration of achievable rate regions in a scenario where the
presented model outperforms [18].

(α∗ , β ∗ , J ∗ ) = arg max RS α, β, J ; PJ∗i∈J (α, β, J )
(α,β,J )

(25)
s.t. 0 < α ≤ 1, 0 < β < ∞, J ⊆ {1, .., N } ,
where PJ∗i∈J (α, β, J ) are the |J | power responses given by
(24). Notice that the source needs to be aware of all the
instantaneous channel power gains in the system in order
to compute the equilibrium (25), i.e., to choose the set of
jammers J ∗ and parameters α∗ and β ∗ . On the other hand,
the cooperative jammers are required to know hJij , i, j ∈ J
(recall (24)). Finally, it should be clear that for N = 1 the
power control scheme boils down to the reference Stackelberg
scheme described in Section III-A3 .
VI. D ISCUSSION ON P REVIOUS W ORK
In Section I, we mentioned that another game-theoretic
scheme incorporating a wiretap channel with non-altruistic
jammer was recently introduced in [18]. Here we provide
a brief discussion on comparative relationships between the
scheme presented therein and our scheme.
The scheme proposed in [18] allows for a simultaneous
transmissions of useful data by the legitimate source and the
jammer. Therein, the source allows the jammer to transmit
its data if this would in return improve the secrecy rate of
the legitimate pair. Notice that the jammer does not transmit
any noise, but it is its data transmission that is intended
to harm the eavesdropper’s decoding of the source’s signal.
The communication model for this scheme is the same as in
Figure 1, except that there is no noise transmission and the
simultaneous data transmission from two transmitter spans the
whole bandwidth.
To enumerate the differences, we first note that our scheme
does not require codebook sharing between any communicating pairs. Thus, we avoid a somewhat dubious assumption
2 In game theory, a player is rational if it chooses only the strategies that
are the best responses to other players’ strategies. Rationalizability prescribes
that a player is rational and believes that other players are also rational. If
the Nash equilibrium is unique, this concept guarantees that all the players
will adopt their Nash equilibrium strategies [21].
3 Protection mechanisms against malicious nodes in power control games
typically require repeated games framework and can be found in, e.g., [24]
[34].

that the legitimate pair, concerned with secrecy, would share
its codebook with the jamming pairs. Codebook sharing is
necessary for [18] to operate. Secondly, unlike our paper, [18]
is limited to a single jammer. An attempt to accommodate
multiple jammers is made in [18] by simply choosing the
jammer that mostly improves the secrecy rate. Such an approach is also considered in this paper, Section III-B, only
for comparison with the more sophisticated proposed schemes
where competition between jamming nodes is considered,
Section IV and Section V.
Next, in order to compare the two schemes in detail,
we assume a single jammer. In this case, the scheme in
[18] and ours can outperform one another depending on
the channel conditions. To illustrate this, we provide an
example of rate regions, in the same way as in [18], in
Figure 6. Region RD denotes the rates RSource achievable at
legitimate destination, depending on the rate RJammer , with
no regards to secrecy; region RJ denotes the rates RJammer
achievable at the jammer’s destination, depending on the rate
RSource ; and region RE denotes the rates RSource achievable
at the eavesdropper, depending on the rate RJammer . The
achievable rate region for the interference channel including
the source, the jammer and their destinations, Rcoop , with
no concern to secrecy, is the intersection of the regions
RD and RJ , as defined in [18], and for the case in
Figure 6 it is the shaded area. Points that define the rate
regions are AD (γ (hJD PJ / (1 + hSD PS )) , γ (hSD PS ))
and
BD (γ (hJD PJ ) , γ (hSD PS / (1 + hJD PJ )))
for
AJ (γ (hJ PJ / (1 + hSJ PS )) , γ (hSJ PS ))
region
RD ;
and BJ (γ (hJ PJ ) , γ (hSJ PS / (1 + hJ PJ ))) for region
RJ ; and AE (γ (hJE PJ / (1 + hSE PS )) , γ (hSE PS )) and
BE (γ (hJE PJ ) , γ (hSE PS / (1 + hJE PJ ))) for region RE ,
with γ(x) = log2 (1 + x).
Since any point of the region Rcoop is inside the region
RE in Figure 6, the secrecy rate is zero [18], [14]. Following
[18], since the jammer can not improve the secrecy rate, it
is not allowed to transmit and its rate is zero. It would be
required for the transmitters in [18] to change their powers
in order to search for some non-zero rate pair. In contrast,
for the same scenario in Figure 6, our approach achieves
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VII. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we provide some insights into the proposed
mechanisms via numerical results. All results correspond to
the Stackelberg equilibria of the three introduced schemes.
The S-D pair secrecy rate RS and the jammer’s utility UJ
are illustrated in Figure 7-(a) and Figure 7-(b), respectively,
for the reference Stackelberg model described in Section III,
as a function of the jammer’s location (x, y). The scheme
comparison with [18] is also shown, and explained later in
this paragraph. Positions of the nodes S, D and E are indicated
in the figure. A simple path-loss model with the propagation
factor γ = 2 is used, with PS = P̄J = 10 [mWatt], σ 2 = 1
[mWatt] and c = 0.25 [bit/sec/Hz/mWatt]. The channels
towards the jammer’s intended destination DJ are as if DJ is
placed d = 3 [meter] from the jammer J and d = dSD from
the source. Notice that on Figure 7 the dark color indicates
higher rates, while the white color indicates zero rates. Since
the nodes D and E are equally distanced from the source S,
the secrecy rate RS without jamming is zero. Secrecy rate is
largest when the jammer is in the eavesdropper’s E vicinity,
and zero when the jammer is closer to the destination than to
the eavesdropper. The latter also holds for the jammer’s utility
UJ . Interestingly, when the jammer is close to the eavesdropper, its utility is very small, as the source needs a relatively
small jamming power and can thus preserve the majority of
the bandwidth for itself. For the comparison with [18], the area
inside thick blue curves encircling the eavesdropper denote the
jammer’s placement where our scheme performs better, except
for the area intersecting with the lower triangle, where both
schemes produce a zero secrecy and jammer’s rate. Outside
of the regions encircled by these curves, [18] produces better
results. The smaller and the larger ’radius’ correspond to the JDJ distance of d = 3 [meter] and d = 5 [meter], respectively.
These results support the discussion in Section VI. In general,
the smaller values of hJ and hJD compared to hJE favor our
scheme compared to [18]. The opposite scenarios favor the
mechanism in [18].
The source’s secrecy rate and the utility of a chosen
cooperative jammer in Stackelberg equilibria, averaged over

10

Jammer’s coordinate y [m]

positive rate gains, for both transmitters. Notice on the right
of the figure the difference between the achievable rates
of source’s transmission at the destination and the eavesdropper, Δ = log2 (1 + hSD PS / (1 + hJD PJ )) −log2 (1 +
hSE PS /(1 + hJE PJ )). This difference is a secrecy rate whose
fraction (recall (6)) can be achieved only if the jammer
transmits noise (or, equivalently, if the jammer transmits with
a large rate, not decodable by neither D or E), as in our
approach. This conclusion can also be found in Theorem 3 in
[14], which is the foundation of the methodology in reference
[18].
In general, the smaller values of hJ and hJD compared to
hJE favor our scheme compared to [18], as in the latter the
eavesdropper can decode the jammer’s transmission, subtract it
from its received signal and decode the source’s transmission,
producing a small or zero secrecy rate. The opposite scenarios
favor the mechanism in [18]. Thus, the two schemes can be
used in complementary channel conditions.

1.2
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Fig. 7. Secrecy rate RS and cooperative jammer’s utility UJ as functions
of the jammer’s location, for the reference Stackelberg scheme (N = 1).
Comparison with [18] is also shown - when the jammer is in the area inside
the thick blue lines, the proposed scheme outperforms [18].

channel realizations under assumption of independent blockfading, E[RS ] and E[UJ ], respectively, are shown in Figure 8
as functions of the number of potential jamming nodes N , for
the three proposed schemes. Parameters PS , P̄J , σ 2 are chosen
as above, with ci = c = 0.25 [bit/sec/Hz/mWatt] same for
all jammers Ji , E [hSD ] = E [hSE ] = E [hJi E ] = E [hJi D ] =
E [hJii ] = 0 dB and E [hJil ] = −10 dB, i, l = 1, .., N , i = l.
These parameters are used in the remainder of this section.
Note that the small values for jammers’ interference channel
gains favor the uniqueness of Nash equilibrium for the power
control game, as discussed in Section V. The dashed line
represents the performance when the power ratio parameter
β is fixed β = 1, i.e., when the legitimate source cannot
use it as an optimization parameter, similarly to [36]. Both
the secrecy rate and a chosen jammer’s utility benefit with
the proposed mechanisms. The secrecy rate increases with
N , with the power control scheme, described in Section V,
outperforming the auction scheme, in Section IV, due to multiple simultaneous jamming transmissions, while the auction
outperforms the multi-jammer Stackelberg scheme, in Section
III, due to competitiveness. The opposite relations between the
three schemes hold for UJ , although the cumulative
 utility of
the chosen jammers for the power control scheme i∈J UJi is
the largest as multiple jamming nodes are allowed to transmit
data. Moreover, for a small N , the probability of having
a contributing jammer is small, as will be clarified in the
following, frequently yielding zero jammer’s utility and thus
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Fig. 9. Averaged number of participating jammers versus the number of
potential jammers.
Stackelberg scheme, β = 1
1
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Fig. 8. Average secrecy rate E[RS ] and winning cooperative jammer’s utility
E[UJ ] versus the number of potential cooperative jammers.

relatively small average utilities for any of the schemes. It
is also noted but not shown here, that as the number of
potential jammers N increases, resulting in often more than
one jammers that can satisfy the participating conditions (8)(10), average utility of a chosen jammer for any scheme
will start to decrease as the legitimate parties can be more
aggressive when deciding on parameters α and β.
Using the parameters defined above, Figure 9 illustrates the
average number of chosen jammers for the three schemes.
For the Stackelberg and the auctioning scheme, the curves
can be interpreted as the probability of having at least one
jammer that can satisfy the participating conditions (8)-(10).
Notice that the number of chosen jammers for the Stackelberg
and auction scheme cannot exceed one, while this is not
the case for the power control scheme. We add that for the
power control scheme, the number of chosen jammers tends to
saturate with a larger number of potential jammers (not shown
here). One can appreciate the degree of freedom available to
the legitimate parties through parameter β, by observing the
dashed curve that shows the average number of contributing
jammers for a fixed parameter β = 1.

1/β, all three schemes
0

1

2

3

4

5

Number of potential jammers N
Fig. 10. Average parameters E[α] and E[1/β] versus the number of potential
cooperative jammers.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the averaged parameters α and
β in Stackelberg equilibrium versus the number of potential
jammers N , using the same model parameters as above. Again,
the dashed line illustrates the performance when β = 1. For
the parameter β, the value 1/β is more appropriate in order
to avoid infinite values for β corresponding to the channel
realizations when no jammer is chosen. Both the parameters α
and β decrease as number of jammers N increase and there is
no significant difference for the parameter β between the three
schemes. It should be noted that if only the scenarios resulting
in a chosen jammer are considered, these two parameters
would increase, as the legitimate pair would benefit from
the competition between nodes by playing more aggressively.
This is in line with discussion in Section III-A related to
(13). Furthermore, notice that the level of legitimate pair
aggressiveness, in terms of α, is larger for the power control
scheme than for the auction scheme, for which it is in turn
larger than for the reference Stackelberg game (this is not
visible in the figure due to small differences), as the legitimate
pair can exploit competitive nature of jammers.
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VIII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we have proposed a game-theoretic mechanism for recruiting non-altruistic users as cooperative jammers
to enhance secret communications. This mechanism is built
upon the spectrum leasing paradigm, wherein a legitimate
source-destination pair communicating confidential messages
that need to be kept secret from an eavesdropping node, is willing to compensate external potential cooperative jammer(s)
with a fraction of its bandwidth. Interaction between the noncooperative nodes is based on the Stackelberg concept and, for
a multi-jammer scenario, also employs auctioning and power
control game. Numerical results corroborate the benefits for
all involved nodes, despite their selfish nature. It is further
shown that the power control outperforms the auction scheme
in terms of secrecy rates, while the opposite holds in terms
of jammers’ individual utilities. The auction scheme is less
demanding in terms of the information required at nodes on
system parameters.
We remark that game-theoretic mechanisms, such as Vickrey auction, require protection from malicious behavior. For
example, the destination may want to measure the received
signal-to-noise ratio to ensure that the level of transmitted
noise corresponds to the auction outcome. On the other hand,
the truthful bidding nature of Vickrey auction assures that
there is no cheating while bidding, except if coalitions are
formed, as discussed in Section IV.
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